servations.
The contagious matter is engendered in the air in which the patients exist, or, with greater certainty, is brought from without.
See Chap. II. Best Method of preventing the Development of the Miasma.?
\ 58. The contagious matter proceeds from the exhalation of the human body, particularly when attacked with disease, and placed in an atmosphere not often renewed. The development is also favoured by the whole series of causes enumerated in ? 28. The methods by which we may prevent the removal of patients into hospitals from occasioning gangrene, or dissipate the cause* of it when they have taken place, depend so much on the management of the hospital, aud the mode of general treatment, that, precisely and completely to explain every thing to be done, in order to banish this dangerous disease, it would be necessary to enter upon an infinity of details; but we shall suppote that the proper management of hospitals is well kuown, aud that it is only necessary here to dwell on the principal points.
These are as follow:
? 5Q. The hospital ought to be situated in a dry place, removed as far as possible from marshy ground, stagnant waters, and every collection of putrefactive matter, and, consequently, in a wholesome atmosphere.
If the wards are according to the dimensions already given, every patient will have, as he requires, at least 500 cubic feet of air. The renewal of this air is not less indispensable. Vfcntilators ought to be open as much as possible over the beds, and placed opposite to each other: the breadth of the whole taken together ought to be nearly equal to the half of the length of the ward. Besides these, it is absolutely necessary that on a level with the lloor there $hould be air-holes, about a foot square, and which may be shut at pleasure by sliding doors. These air-holes ought to be at the distance of 10 or 14 feet from each other. Among a great number of facts which I might detail, the following will suffice.
In the year 1799, we received into the military hospital of Leyden 4000 wounded men. In this number there were many whose wounds secreted an enormous quantity of pus. We had, at the same time, thirty-four with fractures of the femur, complicated with gun-shot wounds, and all were placed in the same ward; besides which, there appeared several diseases of a bad character. The superintendance of the Commissioners is thus evaded,v and they recommend that provisions be introduced into the Act, by which the practice may be prevented. As also the words of the Act at present stand (p. 1100), the penalty will be found to be in^ curred by those who shall 'admit, harbour, entertain, or confine, any (person as a) lunatic,' which circumstances of actual occur, rence render it expedient to change into 'admit, harbour, entertain, or confine any lunatic,' omitting the words in a parenthesis. 
